A Capacity-Based Approach to Teaching Mindfulness
Every person in the process of cultivating mindful awareness and compassion does so through building on their
existing experiential, emotional and cognitive learning. The uniqueness of every person’s experience and the learning
arising from that experience means that everyone will also cultivate mindfulness and self-compassion in their own way
and at their own pace. These differences include different learning styles, different histories of what feels safe in the
face of illness, distress or trauma and different ways of representing and engaging with physical sensations, emotions,
thoughts and images. These differences are particularly important in the context of past or ongoing trauma.
A safe and effective learning environment is one that in which the learning is differentiated so that individual
learning needs are more likely to be met and also one that encourages the development of self-efficacy (aka ‘mastery’)
in learning so that the individual has the confidence and understanding to adapt learning experiences to meet their own
needs. Crucially, the cultivation of self-efficacy depends on safe learning experiences and, in clinical contexts in
particular, many participants may not have had the necessary life opportunities for self-efficacy to be well developed.
The implication of this for the mindfulness teacher is that, for effective learning, differentiated learning experiences
need to be offered in order to meet individual learning needs and that psychoeducational scaffolding is included so that
the learner can understand how to adapt what is being offered to their own needs. In addition, the learning
environment needs to be safe and foster self-efficacy through an approach of mutual discovery where the learner’s
‘self-experiments’ enable them to become confident in adapting what they are learning to their own life situation. We
find the phrase ‘Mindfulness – you just can’t get it wrong.’ helps foster this spirit of experimentation.
In seeking to differentiate learning experiences for the individual we have developed a capacity-based approach.
This approach grew out of asking questions such as: ‘What is the aim of this practice?’ and ‘How can this practice better
meet these aims?’. Our experience was that the mindfulness literature tended to either offer general aims for a whole
course or session or it focused on teaching points arising from a particular practice. What seemed lacking was an
approach that clearly identified the aim of a given practice, how that practice was designed to meet that aim and how
an individual’s learning needs (or current capacities) might interact with the aim and design of a practice.
We have been developing this capacity based approach as a reflective tool that prompts consideration of aims,
design and individual need. This approach views a mindfulness course as a series of learning experiences that enable the
learner to cultivate specific capacities necessary to choosing to approach moment-by-moment experience with mindful
awareness and compassion. Certain capacities form the foundations for other capacities which, in turn, are necessary
for further capacities to be cultivated. The chart of key capacities we have developed is not intended to be all-inclusive
or definitive in the ordering of capacities it presents. Instead, as noted above, it just aims to bring into focus aspects that
we have found most relevant to consider in our own teaching, so facilitating of a process of reflection.

Using the Capacity Chart
Vertical Order: The 6 Key Capacities are ordered so that the lower capacities are more likely to require the higher
capacities to be established first. Most importantly, we consider that no effective learning occurs without a safe
learning environment (Key Capacity 1). Without a perception of safety, people are more likely to reinforce previously
learned safety behaviours in order to stay safe (such as apparent compliance, disengagement or avoidance). Key
Capacities 2 & 3 are likely to be accessible to most people and tend to be the initial focus of a mindfulness curriculum.
Key Capacities 4 & 5 depend on capacities associated with Key Capacities 1 & 2 (such as having a degree of mental and
emotional steadiness and some capacity to have a perspective taking relationship to experience). Thus Key Capacities 4
& 5 tend to receive more explicit focus in the middle parts of a mindfulness curriculum. While some people may already
have developed capacities to be self-soothing or self-compassionate (Key Capacity 6), many people find engagement in
these areas highly activating of experiences of unmet need and so need to have first cultivated their capacity for
emotional resilience. Thus Key Capacity 6 tends to be explicitly cultivated later on in a mindfulness curriculum.
Horizontal Order: The ‘sub-capacities’ shown under each of the Key Capacity headings start on the left with what is
typically more accessible and then each further sub-capacity to the right represents the development of this subcapacity towards greater resilience and/or ability. Each sub-capacity needs to be considered independently in the
context of a particular person, practice or the curriculum as a whole:– they are not aligned vertically at the left to mean
they are all equally present at the start of a course nor does the right side equate to the end of a course.
Overall, as a participant progresses through a mindfulness course, the practices they encounter are likely to be most
aligned to the top left at the start of the course and to be more aligned with the right side and lower down by the end.
Focus on the Person: The chart can be used to ask what capacities someone has at present and so what form of
mindfulness practice will be both safely accessible to that person and so offer an opportunity for learning and growth.
Safe & effective learning will occur if the mindfulness practice is within or just near the limit of their current capacities.
Focus on the Practice: The chart can be used to analyse an existing practice or adapt or design a practice so that it is
more likely to meet a particular aim or to be appropriate for a particular point in a course or for a person’s needs.
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